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《作答注意事項》
考試時間：60 分鐘．
題型題數：單一選擇題共 50 題．
計分方式：每題 2 分，共 100 分．
作答方式：用２Ｂ鉛筆在「答案卡」上作答，修正時應以橡皮擦拭，切勿使用修正液，選擇
題答錯不倒扣．
1. Customers who return goods within 14 days will be entitled to a full ______ on the purchase
price.
(A) refund
(B) renewal
(C) replacement
(D) restoration
2.

It was raining ______, so I stayed inside.
(A) hard

(B) hardly

(C) harder

(D) too hard

3.

Do you _______ if I change the channel? I don’t like this program.
(A) agree
(B) like
(C) think
(D) mind

4.

Watching movie is my favorite form of ______.
(A) exercise

(B) interest

(C) direction

(D) entertainment

5.

Kelly is a very ______ secretary.
(A) understanding (B) understandable (C) understood (D) understand

6.

The Chinese media ______ reported nothing but the Olympics in Beijing.
(A) were

7.

8.

(C) did

(D) have

Let’s go _______ warm for our vacation this year.
(A) anywhere (B) everywhere (C) somewhere

(D) any place

You shouldn’t leave your necklace in the office. It’s far too _______.
(A) rich

9.

(B) has

(B) standard

(C) ordinary

(D) valuable

Don’t you worry about where to stay. My friend will find you a night’s _____.
(A) shuffle
(B) housekeeper
(C) lodging
(D) station

10. I was shocked when I saw her fix my car for I never knew she was so _______.
(A) impotent

(B) versatile

(C) delightful

11. My hobby is _______. That’s why I bought this camera.
(A) pictures
(B) photos
(C) photography
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(D) productive

(D) shooting

12. If you ______ the morning call service, you would not have overslept and missed the breakfast.
(A) have used

(B) used

(C) would

(D) had used

13. Go to the end of this street and turn left. You _______ miss it.
(A) can’t
(B) couldn’t
(C) wouldn’t
(D) shall not
14. As part of Chinese kitchen utensils, silver chopsticks ______ protect people against poison.
(A) says to

(B) are said to

(C) is said to

(D) are saying

15. I ______ in Taiwan for nine years before I came back to Kinmen in 2002.
(A) would live (B) was living
(C) had lived
(D) would have lived
16. By the time you come back from school, I _______ the movie.
(A) will finish watching (B) will be finished watching (C) will be watching (D) will have
finished watching
17. The passengers must not take _____ their seat belts.
(A) for
(B) at
(C) about

(D) off

18. How _____ people are there? There are three people.
(A) much

(B) many

(C) long

19. How _____ is it from Kinmen to Taipei?
(A) far
(B) often
(C) old

(D) far

(D) big

20. It is very kind _____ so.
(A) for you to say (B) of you to say (C) to you to say

(D) for you saying

21. To Lisa, living in a big city is
than living the country.
(A) convenient
(B) much convenient (C) very convenient
22. This dictionary is
(A) many

(D) more convenient

more expensive than that one.
(B) much

(C) little

(D) as

23. She has _____ his bad temper for a long time and now she can’t stand it anymore.
(A) put out on
(B) put away from (C) put up on
(D) put up with
24. James: Have you ever ______ to New Orleans?
Jenny: Yes, I have. That’s a wonderful place.
(A) been
(B) go
(C) went

(D) gone

25. John: I don’t like their service.
Tom: ______. In fact, their service is terrible.
(A) Me, too

(B) Not me

26. James：Are you
Janet：Yes. She is shy.
(A) much

(B) more

(C) So do I

(D) Neither do I

outgoing than your sister?
(C) most
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(D) very

27. In spite of his wealth, he is not happy.
(A) Rich as he is, he is not happy.
(B) Although he is wealth, he is not happy.
(C) Although he is rich, but he is not happy.
(D) Although he is not happy, but he is rich.
28. Visitor: Can I pay you by credit card?
Peter: ______________________.
(A) Sure. I’ll just swipe your card.
(B) Yes, here you are.
(C) Yes, you can pay it by cash.
(D) Absolutely not. We accept that.
29. Michael: What is your purpose for visiting France?
Visitor: ______________________.
(A) Yes, I visit France on purpose.
(B) No, this is my first time to visit here.
(C) Sightseeing.
(D) Absolutely not. I have a good job in Taiwan.
30. Waiter: Good morning. Table for one?
Guest: _________
(A)I am occupied.
(B)The buffet is $ 15.
(C)Coming right up then!
(D)Yes, please.
31. John: __________________
Jane: I find Tokyo fascination, but a bit crowded.
(A) When did you come to Tokyo?
(B) Where are you staying in Tokyo?
(C) What do you think of Tokyo?
(D) What are you here for in Tokyo?
Questions 32-36 refer to the following article.
(32)
34 million Chinese tourists traveled to went overseas, but less than one percent
of those individuals visited the U.S. in the last year. Neither China (33)
America has given
official approval for Chinese tour groups to travel to the U.S. Many details need to be discussed
before the Chinese have the green light. All of that is expected to change soon, when the two
countries sign an agreement allowing large numbers of Chinese tour groups to (34) to the
United States.
Some experts wonder
(35)
American sites are ready for the Chinese. In the past, they
have been accused of being the dirtiest travelers in the world. Says Lu Kwan-bog, the minister of
tourism for China: “Chinese people still do not respect the environment. They don’t really
understand that garbage should be thrown in a trash can. They would just as soon toss it on the
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ground. To them, only their own apartment, where their family lives, is to be respected.”
Other Chinese officials have been less critical. “If Chinese people can travel to the West,”
says Lin Shu-ting of the Shanghai Press, “then maybe they (36)
learn to be more civilized.”
32. (A) Totally
(B) Increased
(C) Approximately
(D) Estimated
33. (A) or
(B) nor
(C) also
(D) and
34. (A) guide
(B) head
(C) trip
(D) vacation
35.(A) when
(B) how
(C) then
(D) whether
36 (A) are
(B) make
(C) do
(D) can
Questions 37-39 refer to the following conversation.
Chen: I’m sure glad we decided to come here.
This resort has everything!
Wang: You can say that again. Good restaurants.
Huge pool. And best of all, comfortable beds.
Chen: I plan to spend all day in the fitness room.
I want to get a lot of exercise.
37. Where does this conversation take place?
(A) In a hotel.
(B) At a restaurant.
(C) At the beach.
(D) In an apartment building.
38. What is the woman’s favorite thing about the place?
(A) The restaurant.
(B) The pool.
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(C) The bed.
(D) The fitness room
39. What will the man do all day?
(A) Sleep.
(B) Eat.
(C) Swim.
(D) Exercise.
Questions 40-42 refer to the following announcement.
This is your captain. I hope you’re enjoying the flight. It’s a beautiful day out there. Off the left
of the aircraft you can see Mt. Rushmore, and on the right, the approach to Deadwood, South
Dakota. Our radar indicates some turbulence ahead, so I’m going to ask you all to fasten your
seatbelts and stay in your seats.
40. Where would this announcement be heard?
(A) On a train.
(B) At an airport.
(C) In an airplane.
(D) On a bus.
41. Who is speaking?
(A) A pilot.
(B) A tour guide.
(C) A weather forecaster.
(D) A passenger.
42. What can be seen from the window?
(A) A cemetery.
(B) Radar screens.
(C) Some woods.
(D) A mountain.
Questions 43-47 refer to the following article.
The World’s Greatest Wonders
Three men traveling on a train began a conversation about the world’s greatest wonders.
“ In my opinion,” the first man said, “the Egyptian pyramids are the world’s greatest wonder.
Although they were built thousands of years ago, they are still standing. And remember: the
people who built them had only simple tools. They did not have the kind of machinery that builders
and engineers have today.”
“I agree that the pyramids in Egypt are wonderful,” the second man said, “but I do not think
they are the greatest wonder. I believe computers are more wonderful than the pyramids. They have
taken people to moon and brought them back safely. In seconds, they carry out mathematical
calculations that would take a person a hundred years to do.”
He turned to the third man and asked, “What do you think is the greatest wonder in the
world?”
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The third man thought for a long time, and then he said, “Well, I agree that the pyramids are
wonderful, and I agree that computers are wonderful, too. However, in my opinion, the most
wonderful thing in the world is this thermos.”
And he took a thermos out of his bag and held it up.
The other two men were very surprised. “A thermos?” they exclaimed.
“But that’s a simple thing.”
“Oh, no, it’s not,” the third man said. ”In the winter you put in a hot drink and it stays hot. In
the summer you put in a cold drink and it stays cold. How does the thermos know whether it’s
winter or summer?”
43. The travelers passed the time on the train by talking about
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

the journey.
the train.
themselves.
wonderful things.

44. The three men could not agree on what the world’s greatest wonder was because
(A) they could not think of anything very wonderful.
(B) they all had different ideas.
(C) they could not prove that their opinions were right.
(D) the journey ended too soon.
45. The first man thought the pyramids were the most wonderful things in the world because
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

they were very beautiful.
they were Egyptian.
they had been built with very simple tools.
they could do mathematical calculations.

46. The third man thought a thermos was the most wonderful thing in the world because
(A) it lasted longer than the pyramids.
(B) it cost less than a computer.
(C) he thought it knew whether it was winter or summer.
(D) the other two men were surprised when he told them about it.
47. The third man was not very clever because
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

he could not think of anything to say.
he did not understand how a thermos works.
he did not think the pyramids were wonderful.
he did not know anything about computers.

Questions 48-50 refer to the following letter.
The University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to support the application of Eric Shanahan for a Master’s Degree at the
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University of Chicago this coming fall. I have known Mr. Shanahan for one year now.
During this time, he has worked in our office as a writer and editor. I have come to respect
the work he does here; he is an efficient journalist and an excellent critic of all the projects I
have put in his hands. They include articles on everything from Chinese culture to Western
literature, the latest in pop culture to classical music.
In my opinion, Mr. Shanahan is an academically oriented individual. During his time here,
he has pushed himself to improve his Chinese, to the point where he is now fluent in both
spoken and written Chinese. I have also noticed him studying German, French and Russian.
As he is interested in pursuing International Relations, I am sure his interest in languages
will make him a desirable applicant.
Although Mr. Shanahan does not work in my department, he has always cooperated with us
when we need help, providing editing and other such assistance. It is also worth mentioning
that Mr. Shanahan works in an international office. He works with people from all different
cultures, and he does it in their language. He likes to talk to other people and to make new
contacts.
During my eight years of publishing in Taiwan, this is the kind of colleague I really
enjoy—somebody with a Bachelor of Arts degree, who has explored the world from a
thoughtful perspective, then wants to return to academic life with specific goals in mind.
Your program will be richer for his contributions.
If you have any other questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me.
Sincerely,
William Lawrence
Owner of the Easterly Publishing Company

48. What is Eric Shanahan applying for?
(A) A program in languages
(B) Graduate School
(C) A new job
(D) A different kind of relationship
49. What kind of relationship do William Lawrence and Eric Shanahan have?
(A) Teacher –student
(B) Pen pals.
(C) Classmates
(D) Employer –Employee
50. Eric Shanahan wrote articles on all of the following BUT . . .
(A) German, French and Russian
(B) Things like Mozart or Beethoven
(C) Books from America or Europe
(D) Chinese topics
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